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About This Content

For the first time in SpellForce, you play not as the hero to tell his story, but rather as one of the NPCs. The stories of the
scenarios are set before Faith in Destiny and are briefly mentioned there. The scenarios pick up these discussions of their past

and tell these stories in detail.

The Last stand
Professor Twiddle is on a mission of exploration in Dun Mora. When his journey becomes too dangerous, he brings the parts for
the Twiddlium Compensator to Queen Sansha for safekeeping. To be absolutely sure, he also informs Professor Undergant and

tells him of his plans.

The Nameless launch their attack on Dun Mora, as mentioned in Faith in Destiny. The elves withstand the first wave of attacks.
But it soon turns out that these attacks have a new dimension. So far, all they know is that the attacks come at certain intervals.

Play as Caine and help the elves and Queen Sansha to defend their land against the Nameless!
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Key Features

 Play as Caine and his allies Io, Wind and Sariel and help the elves to defend their city

 At least 4 hours of genuine SpellForce base defense

 Experience a thrilling story of elves and the Nameless

 70 % RTS and 30 % RPG for real tactical skill.
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Title: SpellForce 2 - Faith in Destiny Scenario 3: The Last Stand
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Mind Over Matter Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
SpellForce
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Win XP, Vista, Win7

Processor:Intel or AMD Single-Core (2.5 GHz)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:ATI Radeon HD 2600XT or nVidia Geforce 8600GT with 256MB RAM and Shader Model 3.0 support

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:4 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German
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spellforce 2 - faith in destiny scenario 3 the last stand

Please disregard the reviews saying that this game is not free. This game is definitely free.

There is an energy system where your actions cost energy and your energy can be refilled using in-system items, but there is no
need for using any real money. Your energy refills over time, at 2 mins per energy point, and each new level you achieve both
refills and adds more total energy points. You can even earn extra energy points by finding your items quickly.

I spent 3.5 hrs and went from level 1 to level 12 in one sitting- no money used at all. The energy bar system just forces you to
evaluate your actions strategically- for instance, I have enough energy to play at the cabin, but not at the library- even though I
need loot dropped from the library I will play the cabin, because that will give me enough energy to gain another level and my
total energy will be refilled.

This is a casual type game, but it's just right mix of thinking and not thinking to be fairly addictive. I didn't mean to spend 3.5
hrs playing, yet I did. There are various tricks the game implements to keep the game slightly different, but still pretty easy.
There's a nighttime mode, a silhouette mode, and around the time you get comfortable enough with a location to identify where
certain objects will be, the game adds more items to your list. Also, there are achievements to gain. I already have half the
achievements with just a few hours gameplay. Finishing the game completely should give you all the achievements without need
for any extra replays.

Please note, this is not a game that you will play through in one sitting unless you want to use a little real money to help. You
will need to leave the game periodically to allow your energy bar enough time to refill. However, it is still a fun, slightly
challenging, fairly addicting hidden object game that will keep you occupied for a while.

It's free and doesn't use much space on your computer, so I definitely recommend at least trying it out to see whether you
personally will like the game or not.. If you love mecha action game with mechas and weapons customization, Assault Gunner
HD Editions got you covered.

Assault Gunner HD was formerly a PS Vita game that eventually made it into the PS4 and PC.

Graphics:
The game's graphic is ancient, in a very good sort of way. While texture is ramped up to keep up with the current gen hardware.
Low polycount per model allows hundreds of mechs to appeared on screen. And yes, literally anything above GEFORCE
GT540M(an ancient graphic cards) can run this game on the highest settings possible and can run with 0 Hiccups. YES, you can
run this game on a 8 year old laptop and it run it butterly smooth. Though the bloom effect is actually an old school rendering
technique, it makes the game look beautiful yet bleak. I am extremely satisfied that SAHDE Inc managed to make a beautiful
game that can run on very old hardware without looking like brown crap.

Gameplay:
Assault Gunner HD is the forerunner of their Destroy Gunner series on mobiles. Thus a lot of assets came from it. What's new
here is that this is their first mecha game featured customization. The game is as direct as it possibly can. You customized your
mech, select a stage, boom in you go. Some stages you are free to blast away your enemies with little impunity. Some stages
featured deadly boss that if you play on higher difficulty, will wreck you in seconds. Some stages have a timer(I hate it the most
personally), some stages featured difficult boss and a timer(which forces you to complete the objectives asap and not killing
enemies to pickup parts. Overall I am very satisfied of the gameplay, yes there is the dreaded timer but you can have loadouts
that can shoot through multiple target at once.

Customization:
The Good: Has decent amount of stuff you can customized your mecha. You can also upgrade your mecha to become more
durable at latter stages. There is also a good variety of weapons to choose from, your usual assault rifles, machine guns, laser
rifles, plasma rifles, Laser cannon, Shoulder mounted cannons or missles that can be choose at your leisure. But you need to
grind the game to get them.
The Bad: Power Creep, most stuff you have early on are rendered obsolete as soon as you found something better. You can
technically upgrade your mechs to increase survivability. Weapons are even worse, older weapon are so underpowered that they
are rendered useless against later stages boss. Unfortunately, due to SHADE Inc need to sell their game. At the start of the game
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you already gain access to incredibly powerful weapons from the start, which rendered weapons you picked up useless.
Although I do use old weapons and mechs time to time, I hope SHADE Inc can make weapons less power creep.

Overall:
I love mecha game. And Assault Gunner HD on PC is just what l looking for. With such tiny storage, low requirment. It is an
excellent mecha game in the age where mecha combat in increasingly sluggish or mech game in general a dying trend.. While
this isn't a bad game, it is uninspired. But it's nice looking enough and easy to play, so I feel like it deserves a thumbs up despite
not being particularly exciting. If you're super into the genre and have exhausted the best Steam has to offer (Kingdom Rush,
Defender's Quest, and Royal Defense are the first titles that come to mind), then it's worth picking up on sale.. I feel the need of
re- reviewing this game after failing to find out how to play it)

Pros:

- This is not another game like Day Z or Neather where you're in a world trying to live with no incentive,
This is a story based RPG styal game more compairable to Fallout 3. Heck the diologe menu when talking to NPC's is the same
as Fallout 3.

- The game plays great. Gameplay is very solid and each item is diffrent.

Cons:

- Poor optimization. The game will run great on full settings in some areas but just goes from 60 to 8 in others, now I can play
higher quality games then this on full settings and get a better framerate.

- Zombies kill you in 1 to 2 hits. For the player it takes 7-8 hits to kill a zombie but you die in two. So best aviod all zombies.

6\10

(Will be watching this game closely could be very fun). Frustrating, but enjoyable. A tower defense based on the soundtrack.
The puzzles in the game will drive you mad and keep you coming back. :). If you want strategy and tactics with formations of
medieval battlefield - pick Total War.
This game has close to nothing in comparison. Every battle is a pre-made scenario in which your troops positions at the start is a
complete and total fustercluck.

If you still want to give it a try for some inconceivable reason, keep in mind these things:
- Formations of 2 units suck
- You have command limit. enemy does not
- If you told troops to pursue, they will pursue that exact unit, not a formation\\group of units; if the unit you told to pursue is
(usually via sudden critical strike) dead, your troops will just stand and do nothing like complete
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Because battlefield is obviously a place where you just stand and do nothing.
- There is no strategic layer. You just fight one battle after another.
- Every battle is stacked against you. Every. Fraggin. One. (remember what I said about positioning?), and since there is no strategic
layer whatsoever, there is no way to fight a battle in even somewhat favorable conditions.. dont bother !!!!. A beautiful game, and
a beautiful final entry to the Myst game series.

It's not a game without flaws. Poor Yeesha, who was such a sensible, inquisitive little girl in Myst IV, has gone even crazier than she
was in Uru. And the storyline of the game is focused around freeing a race of creatures called the Bahro, who pretty much came
out of left field (they were mentioned vaguely, but never directly shown, in Uru).

But, D'ni storyline aside, the main reason I loved the Myst series, was as a "walking simulator", giving you the opportunity to explore
exotic, beautiful, ruined locations, and piece together their history. This game delivers on *that* in a big way. The worlds are well
realized, the puzzles and abandoned D'ni machinery are fascinating, and you get to see new parts of D'ni itself, which have been
off limits before. And at the end you get a nice little closing scene, which puts a little bit of closure on the series.
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The storyline would probably be pretty nonsensical if you haven't read the books and played the previous games in the series (Myst,
Riven, Myst III, Myst IV, Uru), but I think as a walking simulator it would probably still stand up, as long as you don't mind a large
component of mysteriousness. That said, you can get Myst, Riven, and Uru here on Steam (and on gog), so if you're going to play
those, do play them first. Unfortunately Myst III and Myst IV are currently out of print, although old boxed copies are still
available on Amazon.. One of the best shooters ever made.
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Not worth the price they're asking for what little it brings.. Help, My Download pop up is keep showing up a bunch of times.
Please Fix This.. Downloaded and played it once. Really liked the whole tycoon idea, the controls, the animation. However,
when I started playing the second time everything was in Chinese. The description clearly stated both Chinese and English
languages were available in the game so I did some research. The efforts where fruitless... English had vanished for some
reason.
Sadly, I payed good money for a game I can't play. I hope the developers add English again.
Until then, if you don't understand Chinese, I advise you not to purchase this game.. There is A LOT of game here for $2.50
CAD. I'm five hours in and I'm not even halfway through the campaign. There's a neat gameplay element where you get a
rhythm of defending then attacking, which I haven't encountered outside of this game before. It's not flawless, but if you've got
a few bucks on your account, you could do much, much worse than spending it here.. Good and realistic dipiction of people, life
and Japanese culture.

Warning: Not for weeaboos!. I gave it a fair go. I liked the simplicity of it and thought it'd be a good intro to the RTS genre
when friends come round, but unfortunately it seems to have no players or the matchmaking is broken.

That's fine, I played a few rounds with the AI. But it seems pretty shallow. I found dropping bombers in edge areas to quickly
hit towers on the other side of the map to be too effective and not fun to play with or against.

Eventually I finally got into a game against a real human, and discovered you can swap out units in your stack. I was pleased at
the extra layer of variety until for some reason the game bugged out and I could only place that new unit and nothing else, and so
lost.

It's a bit shallow, it's a bit buggy and ultimately I'm a bit disappointed.. Purely and simply the best lego game ever made. Period.

In terms of nostalgia and gameplay, LEGO Indiana Jones is an absolutely amazing video game which will always be timeless for
me.

If you enjoy lighthearted, casual fun (and lego) then this game is 100% for you. Buy it, play it for 200 hours, come back to it in
a couple years and remember how much fun it was.

10/10. Still better than PES2016

ps. Bot sure know how to score very well
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